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The greatest injustice is
to commit shirk.mod
your use worship to get
what you want from
dunya.
The munafiq will do
everything for the sake
of dunya. Their Islam is
for dunya.
When you work for the
akhirah, Allah will reward you in full. The dunya will come your way,
but you will ignore it. If dunya comes while you are doing a good
deed, take it, use it, and discard it. Don’t let it enter your heart.
Akhirah is what is important.
When you want dunya and akhirah both, the reward decreases.
This is similar to going for battle and
getting the booty. The one who is not
killed, and receives a share of the
booty, his reward is decreased by
2/3. 1/3 is for his being alive, and 1/3
for the booty, so only 1/3 of the
reward is left. This is fair, the 2/3 is
worldly benefits. إرادة الدنيا, even if it is with إرادة اآلخرة, decreases the reward.
Don’t give in to your desires, fight to remember the akhirah. Allah tests you by
the situation, so when you decide something is for the sake of Allah, the test comes for your firmness and
truthfulness. Jihad is a high level, so the test is great too.

التعلق باألسباب
Attachment to
the means

Imagine hanging on to a monkey bar, or a rope; sometimes you will fall, you can’t
depend on them. Hang on to
something more strong, which
will never let you fall, the rope
of Allah.  ال إله إال اهللmeans that
you don’t attach to anyone but
Allah.

We are surrounded by ‘ropes’, hanging all around us, even in
our hearts. Everything around us is a ‘rope’ : your husband,
children, laptop, iPad, WiFi, smart phone, etc. All the things
and all the people around us are ‘ropes’, waiting for us to
attach to them, and we let them into our hearts. So we have a
collection of tangled ropes in our hearts, so much clutter and confusion. All these ‘ropes’ are means, they are
not the goal. Use therm to get to our main goal. You cannot achieve goals without means, and this is the test in
life.
The worldly life is based on means. Dunya is the place of means. In akhirah, there will be no means. In
Jannah, you will get whatever you want, without any means. You will think of something and it will be present
for you straight away. Means are a test of life, are you attaching to them, or just using them? The means are
visible for goals which are invisible. So we attach to the tangible. We can see the ‘rope’ hanging in front of you,
leading you to the unseen future.

